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We examine the stability of solutions to a pair of coupled linear partial differen- 
tial equations which describe the temperature distribution and displacement within 
a one-dimensional thermoelastic rod. For particular sets of natural boundary condi- 
tions, the eigenfunctions are shown to form a Riesz basis on the Hilbert space of 
finite energy states. For these cases, asymptotic eigenvalue estimates show that the 
spectrum is to the left of some vertical line Re I = -p contained in the open left 
half of the complex plane. An energy decay estimate of the form E(t) < MemB’E(0) 
is then obtained. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we will consider a one-dimensional linear model for 
longitudinal vibrations within a thermoelastic rod. The “rod” is assumed to 
be a homogeneous cylindrical body positioned along the x-axis, with stress 
free reference state w(x, t) = 0, 0 d x 6 L having a uniform absolute 
temperature &, (the reference temperature) which is positive. Under the 
assumption that planar sections of the reference state which are 
perpendicular to the x-axis remain so during deformation, and that there 
are no external heat sources or applied forces, the equations of motion (as 
given in Day [2]; also see [ 31 or [7] for a complete derivation) are given 
by 
d2W 
h, ;=k $i$,(3i+2p) - axat 
2 
p $=(1+2p) $t(31+2p);, 
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where w = W(X, t) represents the displacement and Q = (3(x, t) the absolute 
temperature. Besides B. and L, the constants which appear are: the thermal 
conductivity k, the specific heat h,, the coefficient of thermal expansion c(, 
the elastic moduli A and p, and the mass density p. 
By the change of variables 
kt 
t -+ h,, L* 
the equations transform into 
a0 a28 azw -=-- - 
at ax2 y axat (1.1) 
azw azw a6 -=c* -- 
at* ax* C2Y ax> (1.2) 
which holds on 0 <x < 1, t > 0, with the new reference temperature being 
tI = 0. The constants y and c are given by 
h;(i + 2~) L* 
k*p . 
The coupling constant y is generally small in comparison to 1 and is a 
measure of the mechanical-thermal coupling present in the system. The 
constant c can be viewed as the small amplitude wave speed about a 
uniform temperature, and will be assumed to be 0( 1). The system energy 
is given by 
E(t)=; j; (g)‘+-$ ($)2+,2dx. (1.3) 
Our principle goal here will be to establish an eigenfunction expansion 
result for (l.l), (1.2) and show that under a class of boundary conditions 
([stress free, constant temperature] or [fixed ends, insolated] at either 
end), solutions of (1.1 ), (1.2) exhibit a uniform exponential decay of energy. 
Previous work on decay rates and spectral analyses for thermoelastic 
systems include [ 1; 3; 4, Chap. 13; 6; 7; 93 and some of the references 
therein. The standard energy estimates (see, e.g., Leis [4, p. 2361) are not 
sufficient to imply an exponential decay of energy. In fact for some 
reference conligurations in R” (n > 1) there exist nonzero imaginary eigen- 
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values which correspond to nondecaying oscillatory modes (see [ 1; 4, 
p. 2451). Most of the previous work on the one-dimensional problem is 
concerned with obtaining sufficient stability estimates to imply existence 
and uniqueness results for nonlinear problems corresponding to (1.1 ), (1.2). 
In particular, we mentioned the work of Hrusa and Tarabek (I33 and also 
Zheng and Shen [9] for the case where the reference configuration is R’, 
and the work of Slemrod [7] and also Racke and Shibata [6] for the case 
where the reference configuration is a finite interval. Slemrod examined the 
case with the above mentioned boundary conditions and found dissipative 
energy estimates for a higher order energy function. This was sufficient to 
prove a global existence and uniqueness result for the corresponding 
nonlinear problem. However, exponential decay was not proved and the 
method used requires some smoothness assumptions which we will not 
need. The approach here involves obtaining the appropriate spectral 
estimates and also showing that the eigenfunctions associated with (1.1) 
(1.2) form a Riesz basis for the Hilbert space determined by (1.3). 
In Section 2 we discuss the natural boundary conditions and prove some 
preliminary results. The main results are stated and proved in Section 3. In 
Section 4 we obtain spectral estimates and some concluding remarks are 
given in Section 5. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The system (1.1 ), (1.2) can be represented in the equivalent first order 
form 
(2.1) 
where D=d/dx and (yl, yz, yX) = (w,, wt, 0). 
In terms of the state y, the quantities heat flux qY, stress eY, velocity u,, 
and relative temperature 04. are given by (with the dependence on t 
suppressed) 
e,(x) = Y&l q-4 = Y2b) 
q,(x) = -DY,(x) a,(x) = Yl(X) - YY&). 
Real boundary conditions which “do no work” at each end will be called 
natural boundary conditions; that is, the power input at each end must 
vanish : 
u(i) a(i) -q(i) e(i) = 0, i=O, 1. (2.2) 
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Since the expression (2.2) can be written as 
det ’ ’ (i)=O, 
L 1 f3 0 
i=o, 1, 
one can realize the left and right null vectors of the above matrix as natural 
boundaryfunctionals, i.e., a right null vector of the form (a, 8)’ leads to the 
pair of natural boundary conditions: 
@V,(i) + PqJ4 = 0 
i=O or 1, 
uB,( i) + PO,(i) = 0 
u, PER ( a2+b2= 1. (2.3) 
Similarly a left null vector of the form (a, b) leads to 
au,(i) + b&(i) = 0 
i=O or 1, 
aq,( i) + bo,( i) = 0 
a, beR) a2+b2=1. (2.4) 
Thus a pair of either type (2.3) or (2.4) imposed at each end are natural 
boundary conditions. It can be verified that up to equivalence, these are all 
the natural boundary conditions. 
We denote by H the complex Hilbert space L2(0, 1) x L2(0, 1) x L2(0, 1) 
with the energy norm: 
llYl/2,=; 
[ 
ilYllltq,, 1) +; llY2lltq0, I) + IlY,lltqo, 1) . 1 (2.5) 
Relative to the space IY, the domain of r is given by 
B(T) = H’[O, l] x H’[O, l] x P[O, I], 
where H” denotes the usual Sobolev space of order a. Let Zi, i= 1,2,3,4, 
denote a set of natural boundary functionals (as in (2.3) or (2.4)). We 
define the operator A by Ay = ry on 9(A), where B(A) is given by Go 
intersected with the null spaces of the boundary functionals: 
AY = TY, y E 9(A) := 9(z) 6 JV(Z~). (2.6) 
i=l 
LEMMA 2.1. The operator A in (2.6) is the generator of a strongly 
continuous semigroup of contractions on H. 
Proof: It is easily verified that A is densely defined. The lemma will 
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then follow from the Lumer-Phillips theorem once we establish that A and 
A* are dissipative (see [Pazy [S]). 
An integration by parts readily shows 
Boundary conditions of type (2.3) imposed at an endpoint x = i imply that 
u,(i) 6,(i) - qY(i) 0,(i) = 0, while those of type (2.4) imply u,(i) 5,(i) - 
qY(i) 0,(i) = 0. In either case, the real part of the boundary terms vanish. 
Hence A is dissipative. The adjoint of A is easily calculated and is given by 
A*y =[ -+I ; ;a&] y, ye9(A*), (2.7) 
where 9(A*) = 9?(z) c):= I Jr/-(/F), and 
l*te, u, 43 a) = li(e, us -q,“), (2.8) 
i.e., the adjoint boundary conditions are the same except q + -4. We then 
have from (2.2), (2.7), and (2.8) that for any y~g(A*), 
(2.9) 
Thus A* is also dissipative and the lemma holds. 
A Riesz basis {dk) for a separable Hilbert space X is the image of an 
orthonormal basis {ek} through a bounded invertible operator T: X+ X. 
In the next section we will show that the eigenfunctions of A form a Riesz 
basis in certain cases. Our main tool in proving this will be the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let { Ej }, j = 1,2, . . . . n, k = 1,2, . . . . form a Riesz basis 
for Hilbert space X. Further assume there are n by n matrices M(k) for 
which 
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(i) i:f ldet M(k)1 >O, 
(ii) sup IM,j(k)l < x 
k. h / 
Then {@T } also forms a Riesz basis for X. 
ProoJ: Let Q = {(j, k) I j E { 1,2, . . . . n), k E { 1, 2, . ..} ). We wish to 
show there is a bounded invertible operator (henceforth denoted an 
isomorphism) TE 3’(X) for which T@i = er, (j, k) E Q, where {e,k} is an 
orthonormal basis for X. However, since { Ef} is a Riesz basis, there is 
an isomorphism BE Y(X) and an orthonormal basis {e,k} for X for which 
Et = Be;, (j, k) E Q. Thus T will exist if and only if there exists an 
isomorphism T, E Y(X) for which T, @F = ET, (j, k) E Q. It is easy to show 
(see [S], for example) that a Riesz basis becomes an orthonormal basis 
under an equivalent inner product. Since the continuity of T and Tpl are 
unaffected by changing the topology on X to an equivalent one, we may 
assume without loss of generality that {E:} is an orthonormal basis. 
Since X is clearly separable we may also assume without loss of generality 
that X= 1’ (the space of square-summable sequences), and Ef is the 
(n . (k - 1) +j)th basis vector of the standard basis for I’. Now let T, be 
the infinite block diagonal matrix with M(k)r for its kth block. The condi- 
tions (i) and (ii) imply that I1M(k)ll and IIM(k)p’ll are uniformly bounded 
as maps from R” + R”. Since 1) T, )/ Yu(Xj = supk IIM(k)ll and 11 T; ’ /I ytxj = 
sup, IIM(k)plll, T, must represent an isomorphism, which completes the 
proof. 
We remark that conditions (i) and (ii) in Proposition 2.2 can not be 
weakened, but the requirement that all the matrices M(k) have dimension 
n is unessential. The dimension only needs to be bounded for the above 
argument to work. 
3. STATEMENT AND PROOF OF MAIN RESULT 
We will henceforth restrict our attention to the following sets of natural 
boundary conditions : 
(1) .h(i)=O, - Dy,( i) = 0, i=O, 1 (3.1) 
(2) yl(i) = 0, Ai) = 0, i=O, 1 (3.2) 
(3) Y,(0)=1’3(0)=Y2(1)= --Dy,(l)=O. (3.3) 
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In set 1 the rod is clamped and insolated at each end, while in set 2 the 
ends of the rod are stress and temperature free. Set 3 is a combination of 
each. 
For set 1 boundary conditions, A has the null vectors 
(l,O, OIT, (O,O, 1lT (3.4) 
which correspond to stretched, and heated equilibria, respectively. For set 2, 
A has the null vector 
(0, 1, OIT, (3.5) 
which corresponds to a uniform translational motion of the whole rod. In 
set 3, A is nonsingular. 
We can now state the main results. 
PROPOSITION 3.1 (Main Result). Let A be the operator defined in (2.1), 
(2.5), and (2.6), with any of the boundary conditions (3.1), (3.2), or (3.3). 
Then the eigenfunctions of A form a Riesz basis for H and there exists fl> 0 
such that 
sup ReA< -/?. (3.6) 
J.so(A)- (0) 
IfOe a(A) then the associated null spaces are given by (3.4) or (3.5). 
In the case A has a nontrivial nullspace, it follows from (2.8) that A* has 
the same nullspace; hence 9(A) is orthogonal to M(A). Since we do not 
wish to consider nonzero equilibrium solutions, it is natural to define 
S=N(A)‘. (3.7) 
The above proposition also implies a uniform exponential energy decay of 
solutions to (Ll), (1.2). We state this as a corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.2. With A and /I as in Proposition 3.1, the restriction of A 
to 2 is the generator of an exponentially stable semigroup T(t) on X which 
satisfies 
llT(tJllx<Me~8’ (3.8) 
for some M 2 1 and any t z 0. 
We remark that Proposition 4.3 gives a lower bound for fl if y is small 
enough. 
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Proof qf‘ Proposition 3.1. For k E N (= { 1, 2, . } ) define 
1 
kz if set 1 or 2 
“= kn-n/2 if set 3, 
bk= ;;:“;; 
i 
if set 1 
if set 2 or 3 
tik = { ;f;k;x 1; :“,; ; or 3 
Also let 
It is easily checked that the {Er} all satisfy the boundary conditions (for 
both A and A*). By duality it will be enough to show that the eigenfunc- 
tions of A* form a Riesz basis. One can easily verify the following: 
A*E; = -/ikC2EI; (3.9) 
A*E;=/@-ypkEl; (3.10) 
A*E:=pkyc2E:-pjE:. (3.11) 
Thus relative to the orthogonal basis {E-F}, k = 1, 2, . . . . j= 1, 2, 3, A* has 
been decoupled into a chain of 3 x 3 blocks along the diagonal. If we let 
ck= (Et, E’;, E$) and CI = (c1r, CI~, Q)‘, we can rewrite (3.9)-(3.11) as 
u =: /qJ,Rkcx.. (3.12) 
Thus if (a, 2) is an eigenpair of R,, then (c,a, pkjl) is an eigenpair of A*. 
The characteristic equation of Rk is 
(A’ + c2)(A + pk) + y2c2EL = 0. (3.13) 
The roots of (3.13) consist of a real root 1, and a nonreal complex 
conjugate pair (ok, Sk). One can easily show (or use the estimates in 
Sect. 4) that 
k-/%-,0, a,+ic(=JZ.c) as k-+oo. (3.14) 
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One can verify, using the characteristic equation, that 
Mk= 
diagonalizes Rk : 
I 
1 
c2y - 
l- 
A:.+c2 
AkC2Y 
gk Ok 
n: + c2 
a; + c2 5: + c2 
z 1 
- CY C2Y . 
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(3.15) 
Rkibfk = ibfk diag(a,, ak, A,) (k E N). 
The columns of Mk are the eigenvectors of R, corresponding to simple 
eigenvalues. Hence M, is nonsingular for all k. From (3.14) and (3.15) we 
also have that 
det Mk + -2ic # 0, 
and 
sup It”k)jll < a. 
k, i, I 
If we denote by @,,, Dok, QA,, k = 1, 2, . . . . the eigenvectors of Rk corre- 
sponding to crk, Ok, Ak, respectively, then .Y&Ggk, ZkQok, C,@,, are the 
corresponding eigenvectors of A*. Thus we have 
Ck @q E: 
.i?,@,, 
1 0 
=li!fk’ E; . (3.16) 
zk @A,, G 
Since the {ET} certainly form a Riesz basis (being an orthogonal basis) for 
2 (defined in (3.7)), we may apply Proposition 2.3, from which it follows 
that (ck@ck>” {ck@ak>” fzkdsAk) f orms a Riesz basis for Z. Thus by 
including the null vectors (if any), the eigenfunctions of A* form a Riesz 
basis for H. 
To show that -/3 < 0, first note that Lemma 2.1 implies that - j? < 0 and 
(2.9) implies that there are no eigenvalues (except possibly at 0) on the 
imaginary axis. The fact that the eigenvalues are bounded away from the 
imaginary axis follows from the asymptotic spectral estimates in the next 
section. Hence pending this result, we have proved the proposition. 
Remark 3.3. Likewise, for kEN it can be shown that Ck@--ak, 
ck@ --ak, and ck@ -Ak (i.e., replace ck by - ck in @,,, and so forth) are 
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eigenvectors of A corresponding to the eigenvalues P~(T~, ~,a,, and pkik, 
respectively. The union of these eigenvectors form a Riesz basis for .# 
which is dual to the Riesz basis defined in (3.16) i.e., 
where 0 < c0 < lc,,,I < C, (see Young, [S]). 
Proof of Corollary 3.2. From Proposition 3.1 we know that the spec- 
trum of A* (and A) is to the left of Re A = -/I, for some /I > 0. Let { d,}F=, 
denote the Riesz basis of eigenfunctions, and let (A,) denote the corre- 
sponding sequence of eigenvalues. Then an arbitrary f~ %’ may be written 
f = Cr= i ckik where {ck} E I2 (the space of square-summable sequences). 
For any t > 0 we have 
cc cc 
T(t)f = c cke’k’&=e-Br c cke(‘k+p”&, 
k=l k=l 
Since lckexp(lk+f3)t\ dlc,l (t>O), it follows that T(t)f=e-@‘q(t), where 
/lq(t)ll < A4 11 f 11 (for some M and any t 3 0). Hence (3.8) holds. 
4. SPECTRAL ESTIMATES 
In this section we obtain uniform and asymptotic estimates on the loca- 
tion of the spectrum of A. By virtue of (3.12) we need only approximate the 
roots of the characteristic equation for R,: 
(22 + c’)(n + pk) + y2c2i = 0. (4.1) 
LEMMA 4.1. If A, denotes the real root of (4.1), then for lycl <p,/4 (and 
k = 1, 2, . ..) or for k sufficiently large (and y E R), 
where [A,1 < 4(~c)~/p:. In particular, if (yc) < ~~14, then -1, > 7pl/8. 
Sketch. Let fk(n) denote the characteristic polynomial in (4.1). We first 
obtain a first order approximation 1: to the real root Ak of f,(n) by using 
one step of Newton’s method with the initial guess of A! = -pk. We find: 
Ai= -&+ (Yc)2 pk 
p; + c2 + (yC)2. 
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It is not hard to show that 
fK(A) > Pi3 + c* -P,<A< -14+~,/8, 
and Ifk(A:)l < ~(Yc)~/P~. We then use the mean value theorem to obtain 
the error: 
(4.2) 
One can check that the bounds used in (4.2) remain valid provided 
(yc)<p,/4. In this case it is easy to verify that --A, >7~,/8. 
LEMMA 4.2. If ok denotes the complex root of (4.1) which belongs to the 
upper half plane then 
- y*c= 
ak=ic+- 
&k 
1-c(l-Y2/2) -l+A 
bk 1 
k? 
where A, is 8(ke3). 1f (yl < min( l/2, 1/2c) then 
ldkl < O3 
Pi ’ 
kEN. (4.3) 
Proof. First assume that IyI < min(l/2, 1/2c). Let ok = ic + E. Then the 
characteristic equation becomes 
&( -2c2 + 2cipk + (yc)*) + &*(pk + 3ci) + E3 + y2c3i = 0. (4.4) 
Let 
&I = El(k) = 
- (yc)* i 
-2c + 2ipk + y2c/2’ 
Then let E = E, + A. Equation (4.4) then becomes 
[+g ) ] +E,pk +E:(3Ci+El) +A[-2c2+2cipk+(yc)* 
+2&1(&+3ci)+3&;]+A2[&+3ci+3.?l]+A3=0. 
Rewrite this as 
f(A):=A+AB+A2C+A3=0. 
4091167/Z-IO 
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Let g(d)=A + AB. We will use Rouche’s theorem to show that ,f’ has a 
root near the root of g. So we wish to find a contour f enclosing 
A,, := -A/B such that I.f’-gI < lgl on r. 
We need an upper bound for IAl. To obtain this, we use the bound on 
?/ in the hypothesis and the following two inequalities which are easily 
established: 
l(yc)*/2 + E,/& < (“)‘:1* + cl, 
k 
We then find that 
IAl d (YC)” cc’ + cl + (YC)” (jc + (yc)2/2pk) < (yc)” (c’+ 5c) 
4pk 4d 4i.G . 
(4.5) 
Using the same inequalities we can also obtain a lower bound for I B[ : 
IBI ’ CP,. (4.6) 
We divide (4.5) by (4.6) to obtain 
lA I<(yc)?(c+5)<bc)’ 1 5 
- i+i <- ( > 
(YC)’ 
O ’ 4p; I4 PL:. . 
Let r’ denote the contour IAl = (yc)“/& with positive orientation. The 
bounds (4.5) and (4.6) give 
lg(n)ldl~lM-l4>~ (A on r,). 
k 
Finally, as If-gl=lA21~IC+Al, and C=y,+O(l)onefindsthat 
If-sl <g< /A (A on r,). 
Thus (4.3) holds by Rouche’s theorem. 
If lyl is not assumed small, then for sufficiently large k, using the same 
methods, one finds 
IAI +4+~*/4), 
k 
lAoI <%(I +y2/16). 
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One then takes r to be the contour ]dJ = 2 Id,,] to obtain the asymptotic 
estimate on the {ck}. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
The eigenvalues of A (or A*) can then be obtained from c~, Ck, and I, 
by multiplying by pLk. Further, if y is small enough then (4.3) gives an 
explicit lower bound for /I in (3.6). We summarize this in the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Assume A is as in Proposition 3.1. Then a(A) - (0) 
consists of a branch of real eigenvalues {&}~=, and a sequence on nonreal 
complex conjugate pairs {ok}?= 1 and { dk}pC,. For any y > 0 we have 
/lk = -pL:. + (yc)2 + O(k-2) as k+oo, 
uk = icpk - y2c2/2 + iy2c3( 1 - y2/2)/pk + O(K2) as k-+co. 
Further, if y < min( l/2, 1/2c) then 
sup 
iE(T(A)- (0) 
5. CONCLUSION 
We have demonstrated that the semigroup T(t) is stable under any of the 
natural boundary conditions, and is exponentially stable (on X) under any 
of the boundary conditions (3.1), (3.2), or (3.3). Further, for the boundary 
conditions (3.1)-(3.3) the eigenfunctions of A form a Riesz basis for H. 
The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions can be computed to any needed 
accuracy by (3.12). Such information is often useful in control and 
stabilization problems. 
A natural conjecture would be that exponential decay occurs in any of 
the cases involving natural boundary conditions. While the methods used 
here do not seem to be useful for other sets of natural boundary conditions, 
it is possible (not an easy calculation!) to show in some of the other cases 
(those in (2.3) with CI = 0 or /I = 0) that the spectral stability condition (3.6) 
holds. (It is well known that this alone is not enough to imply exponential 
stability.) In support of this conjecture, Racke and Shibata [6] obtained 
an energy decay result for the case with 
v(i)=B(i)=O, i=O, 1 
in their investigation of the nonlinear problem. The question of exponential 
decay of the energy (1.3) however, remains open. 
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